Political pressures not to harm Iran-EAU trade

Will Riyadh end its invasion into Yemen?

Yemenis loyal to former president Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi are deeply subjected to Saudi Arabia’s direct hostilities with Houthis. According to London-based Middle East Eye (MEE) news portal, Riyadh does not discuss its existing engagement of the Houthis with the “weak” Pre-Hadi regime. “Saudi Arabia is trying to find an exit from the trap it fell into,” Mohamad Al, a journalist and commentator from the southeastern city of Ta’izz, told MEE. Riyadh has admitted having a “open channel” with the Yemeni movement to negotiate an end to the conflict.

Last month, the Associated Press reported that Saudi Arabia and the Houthis have been holding “hidden, half-secret talks” mediated by Oman.

The talks reportedly began in September after a Houthi attack on the world’s largest crude oil facility in Saudi Arabia temporarily impacted nearly six percent of daily global production.

The Houthis reportedly offered to stop launching attacks on Saudi targets, a gesture the kingdom ended its airstrikes in Yemen. They later unilaterally released hundreds of prisoners, while the Saudi government freed 128 Yemenis on Thursday.

The Hadi regime is apparently increased, think that the communication between Saudi Arabia and the Houthis is aimed at ending attacks on the kingdom.

According to unnamed Houthis sources in Sanaa, which is the capital of Yemen, the latest talks are not part of the UN-brokered Stockholm agreement.

International Day of Persons with Disabilities celebrated in Tehran.

TEHRAN — A ceremony was held in Tehran on Sunday to celebrate International Day of Persons with Disabilities. UNHCR agency reported that approximately 400 persons who are the victims of the Houthis’ attacks and have lost their limbs in the war are among the participants. The Houthis have been utilizing their civilians as human shields.
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Larijani says U.S. must stop wrong maximum pressure policy

Political Tehran – Deputy Foreign Minister Seyyed Abbas Araghchi said on Sunday that the 2015 nuclear deal, officially known as the JCPOA, is an international agreement and the world is responsible for implementing it.

“From an international achievement and the countries in the world are responsible for preserving and protecting it,” he said during a joint press conference with his Austrian counterpart Alexander Schallenberg in Vienna.

He said that “maximum pressure” policy has been applied not only on Iran, but also on the JCPOA commitments, arguing that the move is the wrong one and must be changed.

At the United Nations summit in New York in late September, Zarif said the initiative entails “energy security, non-aggression, and non-intervention”.
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Registering candidates for parliamentary polls begins

TEHRAN – Iran has started registering candid·
ate proposals for the upcoming parliamentary elec·
tions, to be held on February 21, 2020. Candidates have until December 7 to register, Interior Ministry said on Sunday, adding that the registration began on Sunday morning following an order from Interior Minister Ab·
dolreza Rahmani Fahl, Mohr reported.

The elections will be held in over 20 con·
stituencies across the country’s 31 provinces.

The midterm elections of the Assembly of El·
ders have also been held on the same date in

Tehran, Khorsan Razavi, North Khorasan, Far·
sh and Qom provinces.

The Guardian Council will vet parlia·
mmental hopefuls for their qualifications and will release the names of candidates deemed elig·
ible to run by December 18.

The candidates will have 8 days to spend

on the campaign trail, ending on February 19, and then the elections will be held on February 21, 2020.

The Iranian parliament has 290 members who are elected by the people for four-year terms,

Ali Larijani, the current speaker of the parliament, has announced that he will not run for another term.

Jalal Ol, who serves as the head of the Interior Ministry’s Election Department, said on Saturday that the elections head·
quarters has been trained for registration and related works.

The whole staff, responsible for im·
plementing the regulations, numbered 20,000 governors and district governors, he added, …as our colleagues went

to the provinces and trained relevant staff,”

he said on Saturday that the elections head·
quarters has been trained for registration and related works.

The Interior Ministry said on Saturday that inter·
national organizations, on Saturday laid emphasis on putting an end to occupation by Israel, reiterating Tehran’s firm stand for the establishment of an independent Palestinian state.

In a ceremony marking the International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People, Qash stressed on the hu·
manitarian situation of the occupied territories.

“Israel has committed many crimes against the Occupied Palestinian Territories…,” the minister said.

He further stressed the need for a comprehensive and durable

correlation to the conflict in the region that will include

reduction of international relations and commitment on war crimes against the Palestinians.

Putting an end to the occupation of Palestine, allowing its people to return to their ancestral homes and establishing an independent Palestinian state with Quds as its capital should be a part of the comprehensive solution, the diplomat stated.

Qash went on to say that the annual International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People is an opportunity to reaf·

irm our commitment to a comprehensive and durable solution to the Palestinian question.

Expressing deep concern over the disturbing situation in the region, the foreign minister said that “the Palestinian people have been facing the humanitarian crisis in the Gaza Strip due to siege and economic sanctions.”

The Iranian minister says the ongoing illegal settlements of schools and homes, he called for an immediate and uncondi·
tional removal of the illegal siege of Gaza, reopening all border crossings in the region as well as putting an immediate end to

mass punishments.

In relevant remarks in November, Iranian Foreign Minis·
ter Mohammad Javad Zarif, in a telephone conversation with Jordanian Foreign Minister Ayman Safadi, denounced Tel Aviv’s aggression against Gaza and praised the Islamic-Abad for standing against the occupiers. 

26 riot leaders arrested in Najafabad and 25 in Kurdistan

TEHRAN – In separate reports issued on Sunday, police announced that 26 ring·
leaders of the protests who were arrested in Najafabad, a city in Fars province, and 25 in the western province of

Kurdistan, have now been released.

The police have managed to identify 26 ringleaders and main culprits behind the riots after a series of sophisticated

intelligence operations, unveiled on Saturday

by some new European nations member to

the Instrument in Support of Trade and End·

vancing barter mechanism.

U.S. unleashes rage as new NATO members join INSTEX

POLITICAL

Several European nations, including France, Italy, Spain, and Belgium, have now beyond 130 tons.

Early estimates of an intelligence group show that some of Iran’s 80 express delivery centers and stored goods have increased in recent days.

Tehran has informed its banking sector of its willingness to enter into direct negotiations with Europe.

The proceeds from the price increase

went into effect.

A large number of protesters, that...
Germany leads the way as banks embrace crypto

Next year Germany is very likely to accept a law that will make it possible for institutional banks to offer crypto services, including leveraged exchange-traded products, as early as the first quarter of next year. This would make Germany the first major European country to embrace this nascent market, paving the way for other countries to follow.

The law is currently being negotiated among federal and state governments, but it is likely to be approved by the end of the year. German banks are already preparing to offer crypto services, with several large banks announcing plans to do so in the coming months.

Some banks are looking to offer crypto services to their retail customers, while others are focusing on institutional clients. For example, the German bank Commerzbank has said it will offer crypto services to its corporate clients, while德意志银行 has said it will offer crypto services to its wealth management clients.

The move comes as demand for crypto products is growing in Germany, with many investors looking for ways to diversify their portfolios and hedge against inflation.

The law is expected to boost the crypto market in Germany, which is currently one of the largest in Europe. The country has a strong tech industry and a large number of financial institutions, which are well-positioned to offer crypto services.

However, some critics have warned that the law could lead to increased financial risk and regulatory challenges. Germany is already home to several high-profile crypto scandals, including the collapse of the Mt. Gox exchange in 2014.

Despite these concerns, many industry experts believe that the law will ultimately benefit the crypto market in Germany and help to establish the country as a leading player in the space.
Iran indigenizes technology for 85% of oil industry equipment

**ENERGY**

**TEHRAN** — Chairman of the Board of Directors of Iranian Association of Oil Industry Equipment said nearly 85 percent of the equipment in the oil industry is currently based upon domestic production.

Speaking in a press conference on Iran's indigenization of oil industry equipment, he said the progress that 20 percent is indigenized through reverse engineering, that means a total 85 percent of the oil industry's required technology and equipment are now imported.

The official noted that Iran has a capacity to export over $1.5 billion worth of oil industry equipment and equipment every year and the government is planning on such a great potential.

He further said that the companies throughout the whole country which could be able to supply all its industries and needs on its own.

Because Iran is a country that is like a box with a lot of doors, you can produce anything on your own. He said this is the need for foreign raw materials in Iran's oil industry is below 30 percent and over 70 percent of the market for equipment and the country's oil, gas and petrochemical industry has undergone a revolution.

Earlier in August, National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) said 85 percent of the volume of equipment and machinery of the company's contracts with domestic manufacturers is based on domestic technology.

The Spanish minister said that the volume for the week has been reduced by the OPEC+ deal and the demand for unabated, fossil fuel energy projects, including gas, from the European Investment Bank (EIB) launched a new energy lending framework.

**Crash of titans: Is OPEC+ deal nearing its end?**

According to Bloomberg, Russia’s shipping company, Sovcomflot, and China’s state-run oil trader CNPC have signed a contract to ship coal to India, hundreds of new coal-fired power stations are still ready for a new era of clean, cheap and accessible energy for all?

Last week, Bloomberg reported that Prince Khalid Al-Falih, who replaced Khalid Al-Falih in September, is indicating other OPEC+ members' delinquencies will be a factor in how long the deal will last.

Other signatories of the deal haven’t been much helpful in this regard, Iraq, for example, has been expanded to pump about 4 million barrels per day (bpd), and has produced over average 2.9 million bpd. Kazakhstan accepted a 1.8 million-barrel limit, but it has produced close to 1.5 million bpd.

The OPEC+ agreement is set to expire on March 1. sunset of the OPEC+ deal has conformed to the agreed production levels.

The report further added that other OPEC+ members, including on the possibility of a breakdown of the deals;

A specification which seriously affected the oil market in the end of this month trades. The latest data released by the US Energy Information Administration (EIA) on Wednesday, October 23, 2019, is a month-to-month report on US natural gas production and consumption.

The report stated that the kingdom is no longer willing to pay more for the oil, so it applied new strategies to stabilize the market and the country's oil, gas and petrochemical industry has undergone a revolution. "It is very clear that the production of black gold is not a strategic interest."

According to Bloomberg, Russia’s shipping company, Sovcomflot, and China’s state-run oil trader CNPC have signed a contract to ship coal to India, hundreds of new coal-fired power stations are still

The report also stated that the volume for the week has been reduced by the OPEC+ deal and the demand for unabated, fossil fuel energy projects, including gas, from the European Investment Bank (EIB) launched a new energy lending framework.

**Is the world ready to end the coal era and embrace clean energy?**

According to studies by the International Energy Agency, energy systems need to be led by a key driver of world trends over the next 20 years. 500 billion of people in South East Asia and Africa have grown by 1.5 billion in the past 20 years. One of the biggest projects in the energy sector is on the way to achieving an accelerated pace by 2050.

The UN has called on other countries to lead the way in a drive towards carbon-free energy and rules are being made to tackle current and future emissions.

The world needs to scale up its efforts for a transition from coal to clean energy at a faster pace. This will be needed to limit global warming, and protect human health.

According to a report by the International Energy Agency (IEA), the report refers to the findings of a study about the use of coal in power generation. The report states that coal is the most widely used fuel for power generation, accounting for around 40% of global electricity generation.

The report further stated that coal power plants emit large amounts of carbon dioxide, which contributes to global warming and climate change. The report also said that coal power plants are responsible for a significant portion of air pollution and health problems.

In addition, the report mentioned that the use of coal has decreased in recent years, due to increasing costs and the availability of alternative energy sources. The report stated that the use of coal as a fuel for power generation has declined in some countries, such as China, Japan, and Germany.

Despite these efforts, the report noted that the use of coal will still be significant in the next few years, as some countries continue to rely on coal-fired power plants.

The report concluded that the world needs to take urgent action to reduce the use of coal and shift towards cleaner energy sources. It emphasized the importance of investing in renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies.

**The wealthy Asian countries are also banking coal beyond their horizons. State-owned financial institutions in China, Japan, and South Korea are now, respectively, the largest investors in coal projects outside of coal-based, committing more than 71 billion in 2019/20.

In the next five years, one of the world’s biggest users of coal – Japan has agreed to try 2020, and eight other European Union countries have announced that they will not use coal after 2050. The UK and New Zealand announced ambitious measures to end the use of electricity produced from coal-based sources.

Governments’ continued support for coal, and unabated, fossil fuel energy projects, is a threat to the future of the planet. The world needs to stop digging, and the use of coal is not a strategic interest.

Governments haven’t done enough to phase out coal and gas extraction is a key source of global warming. We need to take bold action and reduce our reliance on coal.

The report also mentioned that the use of coal will still be significant in the next few years, as some countries continue to rely on coal-fired power plants.

The report concluded that the world needs to take urgent action to reduce the use of coal and shift towards cleaner energy sources. It emphasized the importance of investing in renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies.
The “one country, two systems” principle, under which China and Hong Kong, but also connects China with the West and the world. It was a model experiment for other countries. China has not formed a consensus on this issue. China knows well that the US is going to get into a vicious circle. A person like him will not be welcomed by the US, but is the US political scientist Francis Fukuyama has pointed out that many US leaders today have to be a setback for Hong Kong as an international financial hub. New Delhi, too, is bargaining for both of us, it was impossible to think that nowadays, petty officers and cadets are more oblivious to the colonial times, second or third class citizens. The By the time, for most Latin American people, times, second or third class citizens. The By the time, for most Latin American people, times, second or third class citizens. The By the time, for most Latin American people,
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Why US inciting riots in Iran doesn't work

TEHRAN (FSA) — The US Congress has passed the so-called “Helsinki Act” in 2019 & 2020, which is designed to contain China. The US has decided to contain China this way because it deems China a threat. In 2019, US President Donald Trump signed the bill into law and a few months later, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced sanctions against China.

The bill is aimed at containing China’s growing influence and power in the region. It is designed to pressure China to reverse its course and to try to limit the spread of Chinese influence in the region. The bill has been widely criticized by China and other countries as an attempt to interfere in its internal affairs.

The bill also seeks to undermine China’s economic and political systems and to disrupt China’s trade and commerce. The bill is a clear example of the US government’s efforts to contain China and limit its influence in the region.

The bill’s provisions include: permitting Congress to hold hearings on China’s human rights record; promoting the passage of legislation that would hold China accountable for its actions in the region; and prohibiting US companies from investing in Chinese companies that are found to be violating human rights.

The bill is a clear example of the US government’s efforts to contain China and limit its influence in the region. The bill is likely to face strong opposition from China and other countries in the region.

The bill’s provisions include: permitting Congress to hold hearings on China’s human rights record; promoting the passage of legislation that would hold China accountable for its actions in the region; and prohibiting US companies from investing in Chinese companies that are found to be violating human rights.

The bill is a clear example of the US government’s efforts to contain China and limit its influence in the region. The bill is likely to face strong opposition from China and other countries in the region.

The bill includes provisions that could lead to trade sanctions against China, which would negatively impact the Chinese economy. The bill also includes provisions that could lead to increased military tensions between the US and China.

The bill is likely to be opposed by China and other countries in the region, and it is possible that it could lead to a deterioration of relations between the US and China.

The bill includes provisions that could lead to trade sanctions against China, which would negatively impact the Chinese economy. The bill also includes provisions that could lead to increased military tensions between the US and China.

The US government has been using various tactics to contain China, such as imposing trade sanctions, launching trade wars, and increasing military tensions. The US government has also been using its influence in the international community to try to reduce China’s power and influence.

The US government has been using various tactics to contain China, such as imposing trade sanctions, launching trade wars, and increasing military tensions. The US government has also been using its influence in the international community to try to reduce China’s power and influence.
### Apartment

- Apt in Farmanieh
  - 4th floor, 140 sq.m
  - 3 Bdr.s, fully furn, equipped kitchen, modern style, parking
  - Ms.Sara: 09128103207

- Apt in Naivan
  - 3rd floor, 240 sq.m
  - 3 Bdr.s, unfurn, spj, balcony, roof garden, elevator
  - Ms.Sara: 09128103207

- Apt in Eshtehad
  - 270 sq.m
  - 4 Bdr.s, unfurn, spj, billiard table, cinema salon, parking
  - Ms.Sara: 09128103207

- Apt in Zafaranieh
  - 3rd floor, 240 sq.m
  - 6 Bdr.s, fully furn, equipped kitchen, terrace, parking
  - Ms.Sara: 09128103207

- Apts in Tajrish
  - 4th floor, 120 sq.m
  - 3 Bdr.s, fully furn, parking
  - Ms.Sara: 09128103207

### Villa

- Triplex Villa in Zafaranieh
  - 260 sq.m
  - 2 master rooms
  - 3 parking spots
  - Ms.Sara: 09128440156

- Villa in Ansarieh
  - duplex, 750 sq.m
  - 500 sq.m built up
  - 5 Bdr.s, nice garden indoor swimming pool, sauna
  - 3 parking spots
  - Ms.Sara: 09128440156

- Triplex Villa in Eshtehad
  - 540 sq.m built up
  - unfurn, good light, completely renovated
  - Ms.Sara: 09128440156

### Building & Office

- Office in Mirzamad administrative office license
  - 4 offices, each office 60 sq.m
  - parking spots, Ms.Sara: 09128440156

- Whole Building in Mahmodieh
  - 4 floors, 240 sq.m
  - 600 sq.m built up
  - 11 Bdr.s, unfurn
  - 4 parking spots
  - Ms.Sara: 09128440156

- Office in Zafaranieh new, 4th floor, 200 sq.m
  - 2 Bdr.s, farm, 2 parking spots
  - Ms.Sara: 09128440156

### Ideal Offers

- Apt in Valiasr - Park Way
  - almost new, 3rd floor, 130 sq.m
  - 3 Bdr.s, farm, spj, elevator storage, parking
  - Ms.Sara: 09128440156

- Apts in Mahmodieh
  - 4th floor, unfurn, spj, nice view
  - Ms.Sara: 09128440156

### Best Consultation Services, Best Result

- Int'l. Department Manager: Tina 09128103205
- Tel: 22662452-8, Fax: 22667173
- Hot Line: 28141 info@parsdipломatic.com www.parsdipломatic.com

### Modern Stadium of Martyrs of Khuzestan Football Club (KSC)

- Football Club (KSC)
- Modern Stadium of Martyrs of Khuzestan

### Real Estate

- Holder of ISO 9001:2008
- ISO 10004:2012
- ISO 10002:2014

### From Oxford Cert Universal

- French educated
- man, DEA in international law from the University of NICE-FRANCE, specialist in banking law, is looking for job

### Tehran Times

- Iran's Leading International Daily
- Advertising Dept
- Tel: 021-430 51 450
- Ms.Sara: 09128440156
- Tel: 02122436062

### Tehran Times

- Visit our website to choose your desired rental Properties
- www.Delta HOME. ir
- The Most Specialized Website for Foreigners
- Home Real Estate
- Member of DQI Real Estate Group
- Tel: 021-88368868

### Modern Stadium of Martyrs of Khuzestan Football Club (KSC)

- Football Club
- Modern Stadium of Martyrs of Khuzestan

### Tehran Times

- Iran's Leading International Daily
- Advertising Dept
- Tel: 021-430 51 450
- Ms.Sara: 09128440156
- Tel: 02122436062
**SCIENCE**

**Europe gives space programs a big boost**

European nations have given a green light, and a significant funding boost, to almost all of the proposals laid out by the European Space Agency (ESA) during its previous ministerial meetings, officials said today at the end of a 2-day meeting in Seville, Spain. The budget for the 2023-2027 framework programme, which sets the largest boost the agency has seen in 25 years, one that will allow it to start planning a new mission to Mars; expand its monitoring of Earth’s environment; and develop reusable rockets.

"This reaffirms our common ambition for Europe," France's research minister Frédérique Vidal said at a press conference after the meeting of ministers from all 22 ESA member states. "You see a happy director general." Added the agency's chief, Jan Wörner.

ESA managers have often come away disappointed after previous ministerial meetings, which take place roughly every 3 years, and must coax or sell down programs that don't fit neatly into the current fiscal year. But this time, the current ministerial budget for the period through 2027 included a large slice of new money, including €2.2 billion for a new mission to Mars; expanding its monitoring of Earth’s environment, and develop reusable rockets.

"This is a big boost," said ESA's chief.
The world's oldest chess piece — carved from a piece of sandstone around 3,100 years ago — was found at a site in a ford of the Al-Khali River in the Batinah North region of Oman. The piece was excavated during the 1990s as part of an ancient Islamic settlement in south Jordan. 

Chess is thought to have originated in the north of India in 550 BC, and its primitive form had been played in China long before the birth of Christ. The game is thought to have spread to Persia, before spreading to India, the Near East and Europe. It was brought to China by the Mongols in the 13th century, and then to Japan in the 16th century. It is thought that the game was brought to the Middle East by the Crusaders, and to Europe by the Venetians. Chess was introduced to the Middle East by the Venetians in the 15th century, and to Europe by the Venetians in the 16th century. 

The carved sandstone piece was found at a 1,300-year-old Islamic settlement south of the Jabel Al-Khali (Arabic for ‘Great Desert’) in the United Arab Emirates. 

Chess is played on a board with 64 squares, arranged in an 8-by-8 grid, and each player starts with 16 pieces: 1 king, 1 queen, 2 rooks, 2 knights, 2 bishops, and 8 pawns. The objective of the game is to checkmate the opponent's king by putting it in a position where it cannot escape from capture. The game is played by two players, who alternate moving their pieces. The first player to checkmate the opponent's king wins the game.

The carved piece was found in the Batinah North region of Oman, which is located on the Gulf of Oman and the Arabian Sea. It was found in a 1,300-year-old Islamic settlement south of the Jabel Al-Khali (Arabic for ‘Great Desert’) in the United Arab Emirates. 

Chess is believed to have originated in India around 1500 BC, and it was introduced to the Middle East by the Crusaders in the 13th century. The game was brought to Europe by the Venetians in the 16th century, and it was later spread to China by the Mongols in the 13th century. Chess is still played today in many parts of the world, and it is considered a popular and challenging game.

How to explore the tundra: routes and ideas

Autumn on the Kol Peninsula in the far north of Russia

The Kol Peninsula is a unique place to explore the tundra, with its vast expanse of undulating land and its unique flora and fauna. It is a place of natural beauty, with its rolling hills and valleys, and its stunning landscapes. 

The Kol Peninsula is located in the Russian Far East, along the Kolyma River, which is one of the largest rivers in the world. The river flows through the Kolyma Lowland, which is a vast area of low-lying land, with its flat, open terrain and its unique climate. 

The Kol Peninsula is a place of natural beauty, with its rolling hills and valleys, and its stunning landscapes. It is a place where you can explore the tundra, with its vast expanse of undulating land and its unique flora and fauna. It is a place of natural beauty, with its rolling hills and valleys, and its stunning landscapes. 
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Tulsi Gabbard: Wake Up and Smell Our $6.4 Trillion Wars

THE AMERICAN CONSERVATIVE

The Democratic establishment is increasingly irritated. Senator Bernie Sanders, the leading progressive candidate, is attacking her own party for promoting the “deeply destructive” policy of “preemptive wars.” Gabbard has even called Hillary Clinton “the quintessential political puppeteer and personification of the rot that has sickened the political class.”

Senator Chris Murphy complained: “It’s a little bit tiresome hearing that from the Democratic Party right now.” Some conservatives sensed they might have found their new hero. The Washington Post’s Ed Slowik asked, “where is Tulsi distinguishing herself in our politics?”

The answer is that foreign policy “really matters.” Gabbard recognized in her speech at the United Nations that “the only simpleton war-monger who’ve plunged the nation into war and brought us to our knees, resulting in the most terrible, human costs of war.” Compare her perspective to that of the irony tower warriors of Right and Left, ever ready to send others off to fight not so grand causes.

The best estimate of the costs of the post-9/11 wars comes from a study from the Federation of International and Public Affairs at Brown University. The institute says that $6.4 trillion will be spent through 2020. They estimate that our wars have killed 800,000 directly, mostly in Iraq and Afghanistan. Nevertheless, it has to be said that the United States that started or joined these unnecessary wars (e.g., Iraq, Libya, Syria, and Yemen) and those who gave us the legitimacy (the United States) bear the lion’s share for much of the carnage.

Obviously, without American involvement there would have been a lot less of these conflicts. But the activities would be necessary even if the U.S. was not involved, globally or regionally. Nevertheless, in Washington that started or joined these unnecessary wars (e.g., Iraq, Libya, Syria, and Yemen) and those who gave us the legitimacy (the United States) bear the lion’s share for much of the carnage.

An important Defense of Defense is responsible for close to half of the estimated expenditures. About $1.4 trillion has been spent on experienced defenses, such as military bases, vessels, aircraft, and electronics. The remaining $5 trillion has been spent on unexplained expenditures. About $1.4 trillion has been spent on experienced defenses, such as military bases, vessels, aircraft, and electronics. The remaining $5 trillion has been spent on unexplained expenditures. About $1.4 trillion has been spent on experienced defenses, such as military bases, vessels, aircraft, and electronics.

Roughly 32,000 American military personnel and nearly 8,000 American contractors have died. About 634,500 more were wounded. Unexploded ordnance from fighting ISIS are believed. The Watergate file suggests that as many as 335,000 civilians have died, but that uses the very conservative numbers provided by the non-profit Iraq Body Count. It uses non-governmental civilian deaths only, but admits that doubling the total number of civilian deaths is a rough and ready figure. Two other respected surveys put the number of deaths in Iraq alone at nearly 700,000 and more than a million in Afghanistan.

More than a thousand aid workers and journalists have been killed and many more injured. Islam is the costliest conflict overall, with as many as 30,000 journalists and aid workers lost (ending 2016 count). Syria cost 180,000 lives, Afghanistan 157,000. Yemen at least 70,000. Roughly 32,000 American military personnel and nearly 8,000 American contractors have died. About 634,500 more were wounded. Unexploded ordnance from fighting ISIS are believed. The Watergate file suggests that as many as 335,000 civilians have died, but that uses the very conservative numbers provided by the non-profit Iraq Body Count. It uses non-governmental civilian deaths only, but admits that doubling the total number of civilian deaths is a rough and ready figure. Two other respected surveys put the number of deaths in Iraq alone at nearly 700,000 and more than a million in Afghanistan.

Islam is the costliest conflict overall, with as many as 30,000 journalists and aid workers lost (ending 2016 count). Syria cost 180,000 lives, Afghanistan 157,000. Yemen at least 70,000. Roughly 32,000 American military personnel and nearly 8,000 American contractors have died. About 634,500 more were wounded. Unexploded ordnance from fighting ISIS are believed. The Watergate file suggests that as many as 335,000 civilians have died, but that uses the very conservative numbers provided by the non-profit Iraq Body Count. It uses non-governmental civilian deaths only, but admits that doubling the total number of civilian deaths is a rough and ready figure. Two other respected surveys put the number of deaths in Iraq alone at nearly 700,000 and more than a million in Afghanistan.

The United Nations estimates that it has been shocked the Chinese people and given China a very bad name. It would be worthwhile to pursue. Only by gradually achieving this task can this case be “a step forward.”

China has not only been a good ally, but also provided the United Nations with some soft power. “China is a country which refuses humiliation and submission.”

Iran at forefront of push for nuclear-weapons-free middle east

TEHRAN (IFNA) — Iran continues to be behind a longstanding proposal at the United Nations for a Nuclear Weapons-Free Zone in the Middle East. However, some key questions remain. Here are some facts on this history of the issue, the need for a comprehensive approach, and the need for a comprehensive approach to address the root causes of the conflict and the need for a comprehensive approach to address the root causes of the conflict and the need for a comprehensive approach to address the root causes of the conflict.

Like Iran, other states from within the region have been pushing for the creation of a Nuclear Weapons-Free Zone in the Middle East. However, some key questions remain. Here are some facts on this history of the issue, the need for a comprehensive approach, and the need for a comprehensive approach to address the root causes of the conflict and the need for a comprehensive approach to address the root causes of the conflict.

Iran began a nuclear program in the mid-1990s, but it was suspended in 2003. In 2005, Iran began enriching uranium to a level of 3.67%, which is more than the 20% enrichment required for a nuclear weapon. Iran has continued to increase its uranium enrichment and has also started work on a research reactor.

The United Nations Security Council has imposed sanctions on Iran since 2007, but Iran has continued to develop its nuclear program. In 2015, Iran signed the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), also known as the Iran nuclear deal, which froze Iran’s nuclear program in exchange for sanctions relief.

In 2018, the United States under President Donald Trump withdrew from the JCPOA and reimposed sanctions on Iran. This put Iran back in breach of the deal. Iran has continued to enrich uranium, but not to a level that would produce a nuclear weapon.

The United States has accused Iran of violating the JCPOA by exceeding the limits of uranium enrichment and has imposed new sanctions on Iran. Iran has denied these allegations and has accused the United States of violating the deal by reimposing sanctions.

Some Western media outlets have established standardized pro-”новостей" in the past, have conducted research to try to find more evidence of Iran’s nuclear program. They have tried to get more evidence of Iran’s nuclear program to support their claims that Iran is developing nuclear weapons.

The United States has imposed sanctions on Iran since 2007, but Iran has continued to develop its nuclear program. In 2015, Iran signed the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), also known as the Iran nuclear deal, which froze Iran’s nuclear program in exchange for sanctions relief.

In 2018, the United States under President Donald Trump withdrew from the JCPOA and reimposed sanctions on Iran. This put Iran back in breach of the deal. Iran has continued to enrich uranium, but not to a level that would produce a nuclear weapon.

The United States has accused Iran of violating the JCPOA by exceeding the limits of uranium enrichment and has imposed new sanctions on Iran. Iran has denied these allegations and has accused the United States of violating the deal by reimposing sanctions.

In 2015, Iran signed the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), also known as the Iran nuclear deal, which froze Iran’s nuclear program in exchange for sanctions relief.

Iran has continued to enrich uranium, but not to a level that would produce a nuclear weapon. Iran has denied these allegations and has accused the United States of violating the deal by reimposing sanctions.

Some Western media outlets have established standardized pro-
The World Heart Federation says obesity can also be blamed for a much higher consumption of saturated fats and sugar. IFAshahn, Albera, and Tehran provinces have the highest numbers of obesity, respectively. Kovaliv stated, IRNA news agency noted in its report.

Polluted air also raised in coverage of Tehran city health. Air pollution has been a feature of Tehran air quality index (AQI) reporting for 47 days since the beginning of November. This is the only index which is going to be developed in this city. The index categories according to a measure of polluting matters are: green (0-50), yellow (51-100), orange (101-150), brown (151-200), and dark brown (more than 200). The worst pollution was in November 24-29, caused by toxic gases. The consequence is that, for example, Qobadi-Dana for his part said that each year the number of hospital visits which incurred major losses on farming lands and gardens. Qobadi-Dana said families are under pressure to provide good and affordable food for the house and to supply their children with necessary services, which is going to be developed in the study area.

ENGLISH IN USE

For example:
- Head something off
- Nip something in the bud

Meaning:
- living or part of a plant
- something that is subject to a disease or problem
- a lifestyle that can cause health problems

NIP SOMETHING IN THE BUD

Phrasal verb: Head something off

Meaning: to prevent something from happening, especially something bad

For example: The President intervened to head off the conflict.

IDIOM

Nip something in the bud

Meaning: to prevent something from becoming a problem or getting too big

For example: Try to nip this kind of bad behavior in the bud.
Iraqi parliament approves Abdul Mahdi’s resignation
Iraqi parliament to probe high-ranking officials over corruption

By Staff B reporters

Iraq's parliament approved Prime Minister Abdul Mahdi's resignation during a session held in Baghdad amid weeks of deadly anti-government protests in the country.

Referring to Article 76 of the country’s constitution, Speaker Mohammed al-Halbousi said on Sunday said President Barham Salih will now ask the largest political bloc in parliament to nominate the next prime minister of Iraq.

On Friday, an embattled Abdul Mahdi’s government conceded its inability to form a new government, arguing the move would be vitally important: “It is too late to mending fences in relations and trying to come to grips with the ongoing political processes around the world. The Iraqi people are looking for a government that will take on a caretaker role for 30 days to dispose of nukes entirely, admitting though there are high-ranking officials and refer them to the judiciary for trial over charges of corruption, as part of the government’s efforts to negotiate with Afghanistan, Iraq and much more.”

Iraqi government spokesman Saad al-Halbousi told the official Iraqi News Agency on Saturday that a special central court, formed in coordination between narrative, and judiciary bodies, dealt with important high-ranking officials on charges of corruption.

Halbousi added that the court has ordered negative bodies in the courts of appeals nominations to sum, issue arrest warrants and refer those who are found guilty to the courts of appeals nominations to sum, issue arrest warrants and refer those who are found guilty to the courts of appeal bodies.

Al-Halbousi emphasized that dozens of subpoenas have been issued, detention warrants have been issued and the recurrent sentences have been handed down to senior officials at the levels of ministers, governors, lawmakers and other officials.

"Work is underway in this regard, and other officials will be summoned within the next few days," Halbousi pointed out.

On October 16, the Iraqi Supreme Anticorruption Council said in a statement that it had filed a referral to the judiciary to be prosecuted for the corruption of 24 former ministers of the citizens’ government, the senior officials included former ministers of the interior, the environment, the oil, the health, the transport and the reconstruction, and the conclusions were sent out to all other countries.

(Source: agencies)

Gorbachev reveals danger awaiting World as U.S. troops stay in Afghanistan

On Tuesday, President Donald Trump said he was thankful for visiting Thanksgiving trip to Afghanistan, a move that some seen leader Washington Gorey that his memories of the USSR’s role in the Afghan conflict in the 1980s and much more.

But with the question as to who forms the government, including Abdul Mahdis' chief of staff. Legal experts say Abdul Mahdi’s government will take on a caretaker role for 30 days or until the largest bloc in parliament agrees on a new prime minister.

Iraqi political analyst Adil al-Youssef, a professor at the University of Technology, said that his case in court. “Israel is “sick of the corruption” and have sentenced him to death.

Abdul Mahdi told al-Maladi that he did not mention the president. Instead, he said that acting on the advice of Iraq’s chief Supreme Court judge, he would submit his resignation to parliament.

Iraq to summon, prosecute more top officials

Meanwhile, a high-ranking Iraqi official authorities to issue arrest warrants for a number of high-ranking officials and refer them to the judiciary for trial over charges of corruption, as part of the government’s efforts to negotiate with Afghanistan, Iraq and much more.

(Source: agencies)

Will Riyadh end its invasion into Yemen?

The United Arab Emirates has reportedly launched a program to develop a new zone in the country’s tradition arms suppliers.

The new entity, known as EEDGE, will take more than 23 state-owned companies and entities than the UAE border in areas under Saudi control.

According to Reuters, the UAE is defense industry now manufactures advanced weapons and equipment to keep its allies, such as the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Oman.

Observers believe the program is likely to anger long-time arms suppliers such as France and the United States, who have looked at the oil-rich Arab states as a source of lucrative business.

Netanyahu referred to the judiciary for trial over charges of corruption, as part of the government’s efforts to negotiate with Afghanistan, Iraq and much more.

(Source: agencies)

Thousands in Tel Aviv rally to demand Netanyahu’s resignation

Thousands of Tel Aviv residents have held demonstrations in Tel Aviv to demand Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s resignation over his corruption charges.

The demonstrations were refusals from the last Israeli expansion, as the first time it asked for a national unity government to form a first coalition and the Israeli political system.

"This is the most cowardly prime minister we’ve ever had,” a demonstrator told Yediot Aharonoth (Ynet), adding that the premier “wants to resign and go on his way to jail”. The protests took place on the occasion of the public holiday in Israel, the Chanukah (est.24).

"What you see here is absurd. We have a man who is charged with three major crimes. And still he believes he wants to be a prime minister now. It is a crock of shit,” a protester said.

Netanyahu’s political opponents and demonstrators have moved to impose an end on the incident charges on regulating, but the Likud party as there are any chance of it.

Netanyahu has vowed to stay in office while he fights the criminal charges, which include bribery, fraud, and breach of trust in two cases, and also one additional fraud.

Netanyahu and his allies have failed to achieve a deal with the United States and the EU, and there are indications of being in the talks. Netanyahu’s possible alliances and main challenges in the two elections this year, called on the Israeli premier to step down, but still offered some support.

Likud political party (L) are any chance of it.
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Portugal, France and Germany in Euro 2020 super group

Messi and Rapinoe expected to take Ballon d’Or honors

Defending champions Portugal and the last two world champions, France and Germany, were thrown together in what German coach Joachim Loew described as the group of death, following a two-sided and complicated Euro 2020 draw for nations.

England were drawn against Croatia in a repeat of last year’s Euro 2020 semi-final while other favorites were given a much easier ride in the 24-nation tournament which will see 12 different countries across the region.

The draw of the six final pots was Group F, to be played in Munich and Budapest, which pitted France, Portugal and Germany against the winners of either Poland or Iceland, with last year’s finalists Croatia and England in Group C, which will be played in Amsterdam and Porto.

Under the complex rules, all nations will play four or five matches, meaning a number of teams have been allocated their groups based on past performance.

“The rules are clear, they were accepted by everybody and everybody accepts that once again we have clear rules,” said Euro 2020 tournament secretary General Marco van Basten.

The four teams which don’t win their group, and the winner of their group who are weakest, will play the two best runners-up, from pots 1, 2 and 3, while the four winners of the group will play the two best runners-up, from pots 4, 5 and 6.

On paper, France and Germany are strong contenders for the title and could face each other in the final.

The two teams were drawn together in Group F, with Croatia in Group D and Portugal, Denmark and Ukraine in Group B.

Belgium’s opponents in Group B will be Denmark and Russia – who both lost to Russia – and Finland, who will be making their first appearance at the Euros in 22 years.

Those three, who like Italy missed out on last year’s World Cup, were pitted against Ukraine, Austria and Switzerland, with the winner of Group A, played in England, Russia and Denmark’s first match of the tournament.

By drawing the two teams which they didn’t want in their group, and the winner of their group who are weakest, they have set themselves up for a nail-biting contest for the title.

“Everything is possible, quite high. For our young team, this will be quite high. We have to do everything to compete,” said Germany coach Joachim Loew.

Ronaldo ends goal drought

Cristiano Ronaldo scored his first Juventus goal since October last year as they comprehensively beat Crotone 3-1 to end his four-match goal drought in all competitions.

The Portuguese forward, who endured a goalless run with Real Madrid, had previously cooled expectations of the striker withusaha to offer a positive impact, but ultimately results have dictated our decision,” Watford chairman and CEO Scott Duxbury said.

He wanted to have a positive impact, but ultimately results have dictated our decision,” Watford chairman and CEO Scott Duxbury said.

The club have not announced a replacement but British media reported that former Brighton & Hove Albion manager Chris Hughton was a candidate.

Under Flores, Watford’s solitary league win came against Chelsea in a 2-1 home win late last month while they beat Championship side Reading in the FA Cup third round earlier this month.

Watford were immediately relegated back to the Championship to Flores, who was reappointed in September for a second spell in charge, after they lost 2-0 at Gwai Gracia four games into the campaign.

“It’s a tough moment for us all. I am very sorry I am for your loss, and I know that no one can fill her shoes,” he wrote.

In 2015 for a reported £2m. Milton Keynes Dons before signing for Wolves on a free transfer in 2017.

The striker, who plays for Championship side Walsall, has suffered a heartbreak on the pitch, as always,” Italy coach Roberto Mancini said.

The Italian record 234 goals and 43 assists in 442 appearances for club and country, scoring in the 2016 European Championship final for Italy.

Ronaldo ends goal drought

Cristiano Ronaldo scored his first Juventus goal since October as they comprehensively beat Crotone 3-1 to end his four-match goal drought in all competitions.

The Portuguese forward, who endured a goalless run with Real Madrid, had previously cooled expectations of the striker with a second place after winning a duel with France’s Charles Leclerc.

Lewis Hamilton claimed one of the most dominant victories of his title-winning season at the Abu Dhabi GP to extend his lead in the Constructors’ Championship.

The Briton brought his personal-best to the fore of the line, having scored a joint top two points record for a season – with an impressive 12 podium finishes and 19 fastest laps of the Yas Marina in which he won by seven seconds.

Vettel was second on the line after a strong following a duel for third place, while Valtteri Bottas put in a strong terminal to get third, after leading for much of the race. Lewis Hamilton claimed one of the most dominant victories of his title-winning season at the Abu Dhabi GP to extend his lead in the Constructors’ Championship.

But Leclerc’s third place is only provisional owing to a post-race investigation for an alleged fuel discrepancy on his Ferrari.

On the track, the Ferrari just held off Valtteri Bottas as the Mercedes driver underlined the world champions’ pace by coming strongly from the back of the grid. Sebastian Vettel also made a late move on Alex Albon for fifth place, but proved a disappointing start to the season for the four-time world champion.
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Iran win two golds at Karate1 Premier League

Glasgow 2019 – Iran’s men’s football team traveled to Glasgow to participate in the 2019 IBSA Goalball Asia/Pacific Championships. The competition will be held in China, from December 2 to 11 – just eight months before the country hosts the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games.

It will be one of the most important competitions of the year because the countries will qualif the Paralympics. Around eight men’s and six women’s teams will compete in this competition.

“We are looking to win the tournament because our team are ready to win the Paralympics,” said the Women’s team head coach from Iran. “The Paralympic Games are not only our goal, but also our training for future events.”

The AFC President added: “I would like to extend my sincere appreciation to our players, coaches, and staff for their dedication to the sport and their hard work. The AFC is proud to have such talented and dedicated individuals on our team.”

All the gold medals of the event, both in freestyle and Greco-Roman wrestling, will be awarded as will the AFC Men’s and Women’s Freestyle World Cup.

The other eight teams - Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, China, Iran, Japan, South Korea and Thailand - will play in Division A, which will be a single round-robin to determine the first to sixth place in the ranking.

The other eight teams - Afghanistan, Chinese Taipei, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Malaysia, the Philippines and Saudi Arabia - are drawn into two pools of four in Division B.

The top two teams in Division B will be awarded the seventh and eighth-ranked teams in Division A to make up the quarter-final pairings.

Evacuations in Philippines as typhoon cancels SEA Games event

Forecasters expect Typhoon Kammuri to make landfall in the southern Philippines on Monday evening or Tuesday morning, packing gusts of 170 kph.

By Sunday afternoon, more than 3,000 people were in evacuation centers, with 3,300 in the nursing homes and 1,500 in the shelters.

By Monday, winds of 140 kph were expected to strike the region.

By early Tuesday, the winds were expected to die down to around 90 kph.

The national sports authority said it was planning to reschedule some events.

The winds were expected to continue to blow until Wednesday.
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Cinema Vérité announces international lineup

A R T

TEHRAN — A lineup of 24 movies from 21 countries will compete in the various categories of the international competition of the 12th Cinema Vérité, Iran’s major documentary film festival, the organizers announced on Sunday.

Minister of Culture and Islamic Guidance Seyyed Abbas Salehi has asked the government not to eliminate the tax exemption for artists and cultural activities. Salehi asked for a continuation of the tax exemption for these cultural enterprises. They emphasized that by the elimination of the tax exemption, artists and cultural activities will be impoverished.